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Abstract: The work of unity for student members is an essential part of the construction in colleges and universities. Fully utilizing pioneering and exemplary roles of student members contributes to cultivating new individuals capable of taking on the great responsibility of national rejuvenation. In response to the deficiencies in university students' identification and leading demonstration, we should enhance role recognition and commitment, and implement the Young Marxist Training Project and training courses for student members, and establish advanced models, and use "peer examples" to inspire others. Leverage Internet social media to disseminate advanced behavior of student members.

The report to the 20th National Congress mentioned that the we should motivate members to become role models. In the process of realizing the Chinese modernization, the key resides in the Communist of China, thus we must play pioneering and exemplary roles of members, and finally the key role of the members can be implemented in the construction of a modern socialist country. The report said, the fundamental goals of socialist modernization are both material abundance and cultural-ethical enrichment. Therefore, in order to give full play to the pioneering role of Communist members, not only need to maintain a high degree of consistency with the Central Committee ideologically, but also must be practically demonstrated. The report emphasizes that, while continuing to strengthen the material basis for modernization and enhance the material conditions for people's well-being, the Communist will endeavor to develop advanced socialist culture, nurture robust ideals and convictions, and preserve China's cultural heritage. Consequently, the Communist will foster comprehensive material abundance and promote the holistic development of individuals. Student Communist members should be in a positive and progressive manner in advanced socialist culture and values, should play a leading role in the study of socialist ideals and values, and take the lead in promoting socialist ideals and values in practice.

1. The significance of playing an exemplary role in the sight of the Communist and the country

Every era needs its own hero, but also to call for the vanguards of the times. No matter in what
era, the Communists should take the initiative to serve the society and contribute to the people, and university student members should take actions to promote the construction and development on the Communist branch of colleges and universities, carry forward the fine tradition of colleges and universities, spread the excellent culture of colleges and universities, and well-tell the red story of ideal and faith education in colleges and universities. Therefore, it is of great significance to play the exemplary role of university students.

1.1 The practical needs of cultivating new entrants to shoulder the great responsibility of national rejuvenation

Faith, are what person trust, but also the place where its value settled. In the responsibility of the great task of national rejuvenation, as student members, we must first firmly believe in Marxism, the lofty ideal of communism and the common ideal of socialism. We should play an exemplary role and demonstrate and guide the majority of young students to strengthen their ideal and belief through tough exercise. The Communist should strengthen the consciousness of the need to maintain political integrity, think in big-picture terms, follow the leadership core, and keep in alignment with the central leadership; stay confident in the path, theory, system, and culture of socialism with Chinese characteristics. Especially student members must develop excellent skills, and keep the courage to innovate and create, and become a qualified member to bear the responsibility of national rejuvenation.

1.2 It is the inevitable requirement for university students to grow up

Every time in the face of hardships is a trial of youth members, student members should act as a vanguard to win the big fight about belief. When the country is in trouble, they become "guarder" who stands up. When the country undertakes major tasks, they become "volunteers" for service activities. They take the initiative to become a pivotal force in most cultural and sports activities, and become qualified members who dares to take responsibility and can play a vital role at major moments. This is a vivid and profound practice course organized by student members, and it is also the inevitable requirement for university students.

1.3 It is a supportive attitude in building a Communist branch of colleges and universities

Youth students are a special group in colleges and universities, which occupies a large proportion in the university population. The amount of the Communists of university students is in relatively strict control, especially in the undergraduate stage, student members are generally the outstanding students in the school. Therefore, to a certain extent, the quality of student members is one of the important windows to reflect the quality of education in colleges and universities and the effectiveness of the building work of the Communist. University student members are closest to other young students. Among which the ideas can most spread, style highlighted, behavior of a group influenced. Therefore, playing a good vanguard and an exemplary role are a bright color of Communist building work in universities.

2. How student members in universities play roles of vanguards

As vanguards in ideological guidance, serving teachers and students, and social practice, student members in universities are gradually playing an increasingly important role. However, there are still some issues to address, including insufficient understanding of their own role, obvious "phenotype" mentality; the political quality of some student members needs to be enhanced; being
"unclear" before major events, and lack of dedication.

2.1 It is not enough on role cognition

Few student members are enough cognition of their role, but the "phenotype" psychology is palpable, and utilitarian prefer of work is intense. They only willing to do what can bring benefits, and abandon things that have no obvious benefit to themselves. And this kind of member is good at mediation skills, only the non-serious will think such students Communist member has played the cutting edge exemplary role. But with its long-term contact, you will find actually it is a "delicate egoist", against the Communists' fundamental purpose of serving the people wholeheartedly, and has a negative influence on the students. In the long run, it is not conducive to personal long-term development.

2.2 Regulate inappropriate public field speech, and students political literacy needs to be improved

The political literacy of a few university student members needs to be improved, and they intentionally or unintentionally make inappropriate remarks in public places or public fields. Contemporary youth grew up in the Internet era and was used to the bold expression on the internet, but their discrimination to the internet is not enough. These college student members are often easy to be influenced by extreme ideas, and even cause bad effects. Especially in the fields of a short video, information editing and patchwork technology are varied. Many young people, including student members, are easy to be guided by extreme remarks, and they do not know the whole picture. Their remarks are oriented to negative energy, the content of their speech is distorted, and even further create rumors and incite public opinion.

2.3 Misapprehend the connotation of politic events, lack of dedication

When a few university student members face the necessary loss of interests, there is obvious resistance, lack of enthusiasm for everyone, and care a bit too much about personal gains. Instead of setting a good example, it gives young students a bad impression and leads to a misunderstanding of the group. This disrespects the Communist membership and also tarnishes the reputation of all outstanding Communists.

3. The optimization path of giving full play pioneering and exemplary roles of student members in universities

In order to play a pioneering role for student members in universities, they should improve the role recognition and awareness, enhance their commitment, regularly organize high-quality young Marxist training programs for student members, establish advanced examples, share the exemplary deeds of university student members, and learn from excellent Communist members.

3.1 Improve the role cognition and recognition of student members in universities

Student members is both university students and Communist members. They should complete the learning task of students and meet the requirements of pioneering members at the same time. Colleges and universities should increase pre-education and post-membership training for young people, and train young Marxists to improve the role cognition of student members. Student members should keep pace with the times, study the social thought on Chinese characteristics,
spread the social thought of the Communist constitution, improve the Communist spirit cultivation and the exemplary consciousness, and become the pioneer model of members with both integrity and ability to enhance the recognition of the role of members and the understanding of the guiding ideology of the Communist.

3.2 Make good use of Marxist training projects and training courses for student members

Colleges and universities should strengthen the building works, and adhere to the Communists' education policy, and carry out the Youth Marxist training program, and ensure the leadership over the education sector. Radiate the educational ideology and values to all areas of education. Colleges and universities should support the training of student members by the provincial Education Working Committee. At the same time, we will actively select and send outstanding student members to participate in the training projects of Marxists and important training courses of Communist members. In the training, the Communist committee of colleges and universities should attach great importance to, prepare carefully, strict standards for students and strict discipline. Make full use of the network to enhance the coverage of training, try to overcome the restrictions of funds and venues, appropriately increase the number of participants, so as to enhance the radiation force and no overflow. All training courses must have written results. According to the actual needs, the participants are required to form spirit experience or building papers of the Communist, compile and print into a book, and make multi-platform promotion and display.

3.3 Award advanced students as models and play the role of "peer example"

To university students, the impression of the Communist, are often given by student members around. During the education of young university students, the "peer example" is one of the most important methods. Taking the opportunity of training, academic competitions, cultural and sports activities, and volunteer activities, then attaching importance and creation to different rituals of education, and award "peer examples" in academic research, practical service, campus culture, and innovation and entrepreneurship. Awarding advanced student members and giving play to the role of "peer example" is conducive to carrying out ideological guidance education. Pay attention to the typical actions of the grassroots Communist branches that shows wholehearted dedication, learn the good quality from the Communists around, and influence and drive the majority of young students, finally cultivate the dedication spirit in the majority of young people and lead young students to be good.

3.4 With the assistance of social media, well-tell advanced deeds of student members in universities

Colleges and universities should actively do the practical work for students members, provide a broad platform and propaganda stages for the dedicatory, discovery and promote the advanced grassroots Communist member, attach great importance to all levels of recommendation, timely report good story of Communist members and live up the fighting spirit, utilize new social media platforms to garner support and create groundbreaking propaganda using approachable reporting techniques, display these efforts to young university students everywhere, promote the excellent quality of student members and give full play of their exemplary role, finally actively giving publicity to struggling stories of student members by the official and mainstream media and all sectors of society, and advertising the stories of excellent members as a column to enhance the publicity effect and make the communication smooth and soft, to form a good atmosphere to actively learn from excellent members through extensive publicity, compare and catch up.
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